IMMERSE YOURSELF. REWARD YOURSELF.

YOUR LIFE IN SYNC

When technology and life collide, there’s always a story to be told. Evodesk was the first company to deliver a standing desk you can be proud of, and at a price that can’t be matched. Much more than just another standing desk, Evodesk holds the key to increased movement and better health. The secret to unlocking, capturing and creating a healthy lifestyle with ease.

Look inside homes and offices all around the world and you’ll see a quiet revolution taking place. More people are standing up, and embracing the natural movement our bodies require. Learn more about how Evodesk can put your life in sync with just the push of a button.

HUGE FOR THE BUDGET-MINDED.

MORE FEATURES.
LESS MONEY.

Evodesk didn’t invent the standing desk. We did make the most feature-packed desk in its class. And we made it affordable. We know – those two things don’t normally go together. And it didn’t happen by accident. There are 4-5 standing desks on the market below a grand. They work. But they don’t impress. They don’t deliver on the details. Our mission was simple. We set out to create the desk everyone would buy if they had six Benjamin Franklins in their pocket.

ONE FRAME. HIGHLY EXPANDABLE. FUTURE PROOF.

ONE SIZE DOES FIT ALL

Your lifestyle and career evolve. We made Evodesk to evolve with you. All power standing desks move up and down. But only Evodesk moves laterally. This means Evodesk may be the last desk you’ll ever need to buy. The Evolution frame system moves between 48”, 60” and 72” or larger without having to buy a new desk. Simply expand the frame and swap tops. Each expandable smart frame is double steel wall tubing for maximum structural integrity.
SUSTAINABLY DESIGNED.

RECYCLED WOOD DESKTOPS.

We start with a 100% recycled and reclaimed wood desktop that is sourced from forestry operations, orchard pruning, sawmills and construction sites. Using recycled content saves trees while diverting used material from landfills. Each desktop is CNC machined to exacting specifications. This precision allows the addition of those important small details like comfort edges and soft radius corners. For the ultimate in ergonomics, choose the Ergo edge.

WITH OVER 8,000 UNIQUE COMBINA TIONS, YOU’RE ONLY LIMITED BY YOUR CREATIVITY.

Create your ultimate standing desk.

NO MORE SEAMS OR SHARP EDGES

IMMERSIVE DESIGN

We wanted to make Evodesk extremely comfortable for long periods of use. Sharp edges were replaced with contoured edges that make resting your wrists and forearms comfortable for long hours at work or play. The latest innovation is our Ergo desktop. The CNC machined ergonomic inset forms a functional standing desk cockpit. Getting you closer to your work while allowing you to reach 22% more of your desktop with ease.
RENEW™ DESKTOPS

100% reclaimed/recycled wood composite desktop

EvoGuard™ durable & stylish non-VOC seamless coating

Soft comfort edges eliminate nerve compression and pressure fatigue

Corners are slightly rounded for improved safety and style

Oversized 3” x 6” Cable Pass Through

Pre-drilled for quick and easy setup

Available sizes: 48” (30” x 48” x .75”), 60” (30” x 60” x .75”), 72” (30” x 72” x .75”)

Meets California Air Resources Board’s (CARB 2) stringent emission standard

Backed by a no-nonsense 2-year no-nonsense limited warranty

EVOLUTION™ FRAME SYSTEM

Power-adjustable height with over 250 positions

Expandable frame works with any 48” – 90” desktops

Low-profile push button height controller

Best-in-class 1.5 inches per second transitions

Best in class 355 lbs frame weight capacity

Best in class maximum height: 49.5”

Min height: 23.75”

Solvent-free and environmentally friendly finish

EvoSync™ guidance system ensures precise & level movement

Dust, air, and moisture resistant frame design

Frame and motors are backed by a no-nonsense 2-year limited warranty

EVODESK.com